chapter news
Central North Carolina
The chapter celebrated its 25th anniversary during
the 1992/93 season. A banquet to honor the occasion
was held on 1 May 1993 at the North Carolina State
University (NCSU) Faculty Club in Raleigh, North
Carolina. Eighty members and guests attended. The
guest speaker was AMS President Bob Ryan, who
spoke on "M&Ms: Meteorology, Modernization,
and Mass Media." After a social hour and buffet,
recognition gifts were presented to the first officers of the chapter, presiding 1968/69: Jim Worth,
Paul Humphrey, Ken Knoerr, and Jim Reid (accepted by his widow, Elizabeth Reid Murray).
Two undergraduate North Carolina State University students, Michael Kay and Lynda
Stutzman, received scholarship awards of $250
each from the chapter scholarship fund. A special banner was created by Jim Paumier, which
will be used at all future meetings. The evening
concluded with the announcement of the officers
elected for the 1993/94 chapter year: Roscoe
Braham, chairman; Herb White, vice chairman;
Gail Hartfield Supina, secretary; and Phil Badgett,
treasurer.
The 1992/93 meetings were well attended
and membership was high—a total of 87 members. Frederic DelSol, director of research and
development programs for the World Meteorological Organization (WMO), Geneva, Switzerland, was
the guest speaker at the September 1992 meeting. He
spoke about the WMO's view on management, discussing the fact that the WMO is involved in climate
issues and environmental problems. He said that
WMO was created after World War II to promote and
facilitate worldwide cooperation in meteorology for the
benefit of mankind by the 1) establishment of networks, 2) development and maintenance of systems
for processing and exchanging information, 3) standardization of observations, 4) development of applications in meteorology, and 5) research. According to
DelSol, the most important role of the WMO is possibly
to ensure the transfer of technology and scientific
knowledge in literature and research. The chapter
also met at the RDU Airport to tour the Battelle
research aircraft later in the month.
At the October 1992 meeting, Colin Ramage, a
visiting professor at North Carolina State University,
spoke on "The Riddle of Weather Forecasting," in
which he presented images of the early days of
forecasting. According to Ramage, a lone coastal
storm watch person, Robert Fitzroy, was severely
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criticized for "misleading" the public and being "scientifically wrong" when giving forecasts for the coast of
England during the 1850s. After Fitzroy committed
suicide, forecasts were discontinued until an outcry
from the general public caused the weather service to
begin forecasting again in 1865. Ramage compared
the percentage of correct forecasts in case studies. He
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included a 1979 analysis from the military in which the
European (Air Weather Service) forecasts were compared with those by the Americans (National Weather
Service). He said that the European forecasts were
better than persistence using conditional climatology,
while the American forecasts were worse. He noted
that the numerical models change so frequently that a
good case background cannot develop. Ramage called
forecasts based on model output statistics (MOS)
"trickle down meteorology," since they integrate model
errors with statistical errors.
The Annual Pepper Auction was held during the
November 1992 meeting. Peppers were donated by
Walter Saucier, and the proceeds went into the scholarship fund. The guest speaker at the meeting was
Tom Karl of the National Climatic Data Center. Karl
spoke on "Observed Global and Regional Climate
Change." He indicated that the smallest global warming (0.11 °) occurred from 1930 to 1980, and the largest
warming (0.97°) occurred from 1900 to 1950. He said
that poor record keeping, urban heat island effect, and
station changes were mentioned as factors that possibly contribute to global warming. He listed several
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characteristics as greenhouse fingerprints: increased
temperatures, increased water vapor, net increase of
precipitation, stratospheric temperature decrease, tropospheric temperature increase, a reduced pole to
equator temperature gradient, reduced snow or ice
cover, an increase in tropical storms, and a change in
cloud cover (more high, less low clouds). Karl said that
some are considered poor indicators, while others,
like an increase in C0 2 and other gases, are more
certain causes. Karl also stated that for the period
1961-90, temperatures seemed to be slightly warmer
with more precipitation than the previous period.
The speaker at the January 1993 meeting was
Capt. Bill Bauman, U.S. Air Force and a doctoral
student of meteorology at NCSU. He spoke on WSR88D products in subtropical environment. The
Melbourne, Florida, site was the second operational
WSR-88D site in the United States—Norman, Oklahoma, being the first. Bauman presented interesting
tornado and lightning footage and explained images
seen with the new Doppler radar.
Dave Schwartz, of the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) Flight Service Station, and Capt. Jon Jordan, a pilot with American Airlines, were the guest
speakers at the February 1993 meeting. Schwartz
spoke about the FAA's service to pilots in weather
forecasting/briefing and presented a short videotape
giving a tour of the local FAA office at the RDU Airport.
He discussed qualifications needed to become an
FAA weather briefer: formal training in Oklahoma City
(13 weeks) and then 3 years of on the job training.
Jordan discussed why weather briefings are so important to pilots. He said that a pilot may leave St. Thomas
in 78° weather and fly into South Dakota, where the
temperature is - 2 ° with snow. He said that forecasting
is so important that American Airlines has their own
staff of 20 meteorologists attheirTexas facility. Jordan
also explained that pilots can update forecasts while in
the air with a system called ACARS.
Sixty people showed up for the March 1993 tour of
the WRAL studio and weather center. Greg Fishel,
chief meteorologist at WRAL, explained how
Chromakey™ works, then proceeded into the old "orchestra pit," where the weather center is now located.
The Research Triangle Science and Mathematics
Partnership, a volunteer program that promotes professional scientists interacting with elementary and
middle school children made a presentation.

Cincinnati
At the 12 August 1993 meeting, Erik Pytlak and
Kevin Tungesvick, meteorologists with the National
Weather Service in Cincinnati, discussed their recently completed case study of the 21-23 November
1992 tornado outbreak.
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They said that 20 tornadoes were recorded throughout Indiana, Ohio, and Kentucky, making this the worst
late-season tornado outbreak in the region's history.
The severe weather developed under synoptic and
mesoscale features that are more indicative of a
springtime outbreak. Strong upper-level diffluence, a
well-developed dry slot, and coupled jets were among
the synoptic features that contributed to development
of this potent storm system.
A detailed mesoanalysis was used to pinpoint the
areas of most likely convective development after the
synoptic conditions indicated that a severe weather
event was likely. A sounding modification program
was used to simulate anticipated changes in the
surface and upper-air features. The modified sounding showed that cold-air advection aloft would destabilize the air mass more than a mesoscale analysis
program indicated. This increased instability, coupled
with moisture convergence, warm-air advection, and
surface pressure change products generated by the
mesoanalysis program, highlighted the areas where
severe convection was more likely.
Radar data showed that the developing storms
coincided well with the highlighted areas from the
mesoanalysis program. The detailed, real-time analysis and forecasting that was completed early in the day
allowed the forecasters to recognize the likelihood of
severe weather development, gave them adequate
time to adjust staffing, and led to more appropriate and
timely warnings.

Central Virginia
The chapter met on 16 August 1993 at the American Lung Association of Virginia in Richmond. Chapter Vice President Dan Salkovitz informed attendees
that Chapter President Mike Wankum had left the
Richmond area. By acclamation, Salkovitz assumed
the duties of chapter president. Salkovitz noted the
attendance of AMS Fellow and retired meteorologist
Ed Jess.
Harold Theakston, a local hot air balloon pilot, was
the featured speaker at the meeting. Convening outside, Theakston discussed various pieces of equipment that a hot air balloon comprises and responded
to numerous questions about flying a hot air balloon.
Returning inside, Theakston presented a talk about
the critical role of weather before and during a hot air
balloon flight. Theakston related some of the humorous events that have occurred during his ten years of
flying.
Keith Lynch, meteorological intern at the Richmond
International Airport National Weather Service Office,
summarized the unusual and devastating tornadic
outbreak that occurred in southeastern Virginia on the
afternoon of 6 August 1993. According to Lynch,
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considerable structural damage occurred over the
region. The downtown Petersburg area was hit particularly hard by a tornado that was later classified by
the National Weather Service (NWS) as a strong F3
on the Fujita Scale. He said that several fatalities
occurred in the area. Lynch reviewed the chain of
events as they occurred during that afternoon as the
local NWS office responded quickly to a rapidly changing and deadly situation by issuing several tornado
warnings. John Bernier, meteorologist for WRICTV-8,
Richmond, followed Lynch's summary with a slide
presentation that showed the synoptic pattern that day
over Virginia, extensive photographs of the structural
damage that occurred, and several radar pictures
taken during the time of the tornadoes from the WSR88D Doppler located in Sterling, Virginia.

Greater Boston
A joint meeting with the Blue Hill Weather Club was
held on 29 September 1993 in the Carriage House at
AMS headquarters. AMS President Bob Ryan gave a
presentation entitled "Weather Forecasting in the
1990s." The chapter will be holding elections for new
officers later in the year.

AMS Ties
T h e American Meteorological Society is
offering its weather-symbol ties at a special
holiday price, making them perfect gifts
for your favorite atmospheric scientist
or enthusiast. T h e ties are available in
three color combinations: maroon with
gold symbols, navy with gold symbols, or
navy with silver symbols.
$ 15 each, or two for $25 (includes shipping and
handling). Holiday offer expires January 15, 1994.
Please send prepaid orders to: American
Meteorological Society, 45 Beacon St., Boston, MA
02108-3693.
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District of Columbia
The chapter returned from its summer break on 15
September 1993, kicking off the 1993/94 season with
a presentation by Elbert W. (Joe) Friday, Jr., National
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration assistant
administrator for weather services and director of the
National Weather Service. In his presentation, "The
Midwest Flood Event of 1993," Friday discussed his
visit to the flooded areas in the Midwest with President
Bill Clinton and Vice President Al Gore. He also discussed the progress and challenges of the National
Weather Service's modernization program and how it
contributed to flood forecasting, monitoring, and control.

Northeast Oklahoma
The 24 August 1993 meeting was called to order by
Chapter President Michael Vojtesak. Ed Gibeau presented the design for the membership cards. Jeff
Pietrewski and Jim Giles assisted with the design. It
was announced that the cards will be dispensed at a
future meeting.
Travis Meyer, chair of the entertainment committee, presented a list of restaurant and club sites where
social and special meetings could be held. Suzanne
Fortin, chapter secretary/treasurer, asked members
to contribute ideas and suggestions for future meeting
speakers and topics. Members decided that the executive committee will be responsible for arranging
the guest speaker agenda.
Jeff Pietrewski presented a video of 1993 tornado
highlights. Mike Teague, data acquisition manager at
the National Weather Service office and Steven Piltz,
operational forecaster at the National Weather Service, spoke about a recent microburst event detected
by the WSR-88D in Inola. Teague showed an archive
of the event, accompanied by a video depicting the
damage resulting from the downburst. He pointed out
the classical signatures ground survey teams search
for to determine if a wind damage event was the result
of the microburst.

Central Louisiana
Members convened on 16 September 1993 in the
old geography building on the Louisiana State University campus for their monthly meeting. Nan Walker
and S. A. Hsu, from the Department of Oceanography
and Coastal Studies, led a group discussion on "The
Loop Current and Explosive Gulf of Mexico Cyclogenesis—A Case Study of the March 1993 Blizzard of the
Century."
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